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Abstract--Obesity emerged as global, chronic, non-communicable and most challenging disease having multifaceted adverse 

health impacts. It occurs when energy input exceeds energy expenditure and hence, there is abnormal accumulation of ≥20% 

of body fat over the ideal body weight. The two major contributing factors for prevalence of obesity are reduced physical activity 

and changing dietary habits. Obesity is closely associated with the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, 

metabolic syndrome, cancers and cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, heart failure, coronary heart diseases, atrial 

fibrillation. The association between obesity and hypertension is strongly positive. This review study highlights the relationship 

between obesity and hypertension with concern to its mechanism, management and treatment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Obesity emerged as global, chronic, non-communicable and most challenging disease having multifaceted adverse health impacts 

[1-3]. The major contributing factors in obesity are change in the dietary habits and lack of physical activity [4]. It is easily 

diagnosed by assessing the BMI value of an individual which is calculated by measuring the weight in relation to the height. 

According to NIH, if body mass index (BMI) of an individual exceeds 30 kg/m2, then the individual may be qualified as obese 

[5] (Table I). According to WHO data reports in 2005 on obesity, there were 400 million cases of obesity found in adult population 

in the world and in 2015, there were approximately 2.3 billion overweight adults and over 700 million obese ones [6]. The data 

reports issued on obesity alarmingly indicated the more prevalence of not only obesity but also obesity associated disorders 

primarily cardiovascular diseases worldwide [7]. Obesity is closely associated with the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus, 

dyslipidemia, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, cancers, infertility and cardiovascular diseases such as heart failure, coronary 

heart diseases, atrial fibrillation [8-11]. Pathological relationship between obesity and hypertension involves a number of factors 

such as stimulation of sympathetic nervous system, amount of fat deposits in the abdomen as well as within the blood vessels, 

increase in renal absorption due to retention of sodium and disturbances in renal angiotensin aldosterone system (RAAS). This 

review highlights the potential mechanisms by which obesity can lead to hypertension along with strategies that can be adopted 

for their prevention or treatment. 
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Figure  I : Different Grades of Obesity
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Table I: Different grades of obesity as per WHO 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

II. PATHOPHYSIOGICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OBESITY AND HYPERTENSION 

Obesity can be caused by a complex combination of factors including genetical such as genetic disorder relating to metabolism 

and storage of fats or environmental such as socioeconomic status, place of residence, season and life style [12]. The 

environmental factors play key role in the development of obesity [13,14]. The most appropriate reason for obesity is the condition 

when imbalance arises between energy input and expenditure [15].Presence of more calories in the diet promotes obesity due to 

accumulation of excess fats in the adipose tissue [16]. In addition, fatty diet may increase the cholesterol levels in the blood that 

may results into atherosclerosis in the blood vessels [17]. It may get transported to vital organs such as liver and kidney leading 

to formation of visceral fat that accounts for metabolic syndrome [18]. Atherosclerosis may be caused due to less physical 

inactivity, smoking, stress, inflammation and certain bacteria [19]. Due to deposition of fats inside the blood vessels during 

atherosclerosis, they become narrower, thicker, inelastic and hard leading to rise in blood pressure [20].  High calorie intake may 

cause hormonal disturbances particularly in the level of norepinephrine which get increased in the peripheral tissues [21]. It causes 

the hyper activation of peripheral α1 and β-adrenergic receptors leading to the elevation of sympathetic activity and hypertension 

[22]. The studies on humans involving blockage of α and β adrenergic receptors indicated decreases the blood pressure [23]. 

Elevation in blood pressure due to obesity has detrimental effects on kidney, liver, brain and lungs [24-27].Pathological conditions 

of kidney that arises due to obesity are vasodilation of blood vessels of kidney, increased glomerular filtration rate, disturbances 

in the reabsorption of sodium, nephritis as well as renal injury [28,29]. The renal injury is caused due to increased rate of 

glomerular filteration which is attributed to the engagement of insulin, angiotensin II and leptin- a hormone secreted by the adipose 

tissue [30]. Furthermore, it has been reported that diet rich in fats and carbohydrates besides acting as promoters for 

hypercholesterolemia, also lead to the formation of free fatty acids. These free fatty acids may interact with the ion channels of 

biomembranes of visceral muscle fibers, thus interfering with the membrane signaling mechanisms [31]. These membrane 

signaling mechanisms lead to the production of cytokines along with epidermal growth factor receptors and thereby, enhancing 

the levels of reactive oxygen intermediates that promotes oxidative stress [32,33].Functional oxidative stress mechanisms and 

cytokines together causes narrowing of blood vessels that may results into thrombosis in the blood vessels, pulmonary embolus 

and cardiovascular disease particularly to hypertension [34]. Majority of research work carried on relationship between obesity 

and hypertension suggested that rennin-angiotensin-aldosterone system plays key role in the development of hypertension in obese 

persons [33]. These research findings suggest the formation of angiotensinogen from the adipose tissue in addition to the liver 

which induces systematic vasoconstriction, direct sodium and water retention and increased aldosterone production thus producing 

high salt sensitive hypertensive condition in obese persons [35]. 
 

 

II. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

Prevention of obesity is the key solution to prevent hypertension and cardiovascular diseases. Obesity can be managed by strict 

diet control, life style changes and regular physical activity. Diet must not contain more than 500 to 1200 calories or 500-1500 

calories for women or men, respectively. It should contain more amounts of fruits, fresh and raw vegetables, fish, lean meats, 

whole grain, germinated grains and water. Restrictions may be imposed on of salt intake and saturated fats including cholesterol 

[36].Obesity induced hypertension can be treated by using antihypertensive drugs such as rennin angiotensin system blockers, 

β-blockers as well as by diuretics but their use may initiate side effects such as increase in blood sugar, lipid fraction and uric 

acid. 

 

 

BMI Value Physiological Status  
≤18.5 Underweight 

18.5-24.9 Normal 
25-29.9 Grade I Obesity (Overweight) 
30-39.9 Grade II Obesity (Obese) 

≥ 40 Grade III Obesity (Severe or Morbid Obesity) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Obesity act as root cause of a number of severe as well as life threatening diseases such as atherosclerosis, hypertension, 

hyperglycemia, inflammation, dyslipidemia, cancer etc. Diet management and physical exercise must be adopted at primary level 

for its control. It is crucial to enumerate awareness programs to modify dietary behavior for reducing the incidence of obesity and 

its related disorders. Furthermore, there is an urgent need for research in obesity induced hypertension disorders, their prevention 

and treatment. 
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